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8 August 30, 1984

Docket No. 50-416

LICENSEE: Mississippi Power & Light Company

!FACILITY: Grand Gulf Nuclear Station, Unit 1

SUBJECT: SUMMARY OF AUGUST 14, 1984, MEETING WITH MP&L TO
'

DISCUSS EXEMPTION REQUEST - FEEDWATER VALVES

On August 14, 1984, a meeting was held in Bethesda, Maryland to discuss MP&L's
request for an exemption to Appendix J in regard to pneumatic testing of

'
,

feedwater check valves. MP&L requested the exemption in a letter dated
August 13, 1984 (Enclosure 1). The meeting was attended by representatives
of NRC, MP&L and consultants as shown in the enclosed list (Enclosure 2). A
copy of tha vugraphs used by MP&L for their presentation is also enclosed
(Enclosure 3).

A need for testing the feedwater check valves pneumatically was identified by
a MP&L aralysis reported in October 1983 which showed that a water seal could
not be maintained in all portions of the feedwater piping, assuming a feed-
water line break in the drywell region. An alternative to pneumatic testing
was to increase the capability of the Feedwater Leakage Control System (FWLCS)
so that a water seal could be maintained. On July 27, 1984, MP&L committed to
resolve the issue by pneumatically testing these valves.

As shown in the exemption request and the vugraphs, leakage rates for all of
the feedwater valves (six total) have not been obtained. The unavailability
of these values is due to a failure cf these valves to hold at the required
air pressure. During the meeting, MP&L used vendor drawings of the valves
in describing the sorrective actions for obtaining a suitable seal. Fcr the
near tent., these actions involve machining to closer tolerances and lapping
of sealing surfaces. The valves are 24 inches in diameter and the plugs
weigh from 350 to 600 pounds.

Long term corrective actions were also discussed and included the following:

(1) Changing type of metal in seating area - soft metal seats.
(2) Modifications to the plug.
(3) Installation of a gas source behind the disc.
(4) Installation of a large pressurizer outside containment to

flood between F032 and F065.
(5) Automate F065 and F010
(6) Increase flooding capacity of FWLCS.

MP&L stated that the present check valves were designed to seal against water
flow but not air. Although they did not present data for leakage under

I hydraulic conditions, they did indicate that hydraulic leakage was low.
|
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'MP&L along with consultants from the valve manufacturer will continue a course
of corrective action for the valves and will submit supplemental information to
support their exemption request ( if necessary) as it becomes available.

1

N. ed9. ?! ] ;

M. D. Houston, Project Manager .

,

Licensing Branch No. 4
Division of Licensing }

3Enclosures:
As stated

L

cc: See next page
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GRAND GULF-

Mr. J. B. Richard
Senior Vice President, Nuclear
Mississippi Power & Light Company
P.O. Box 23054
Jackson, Mississippi 39205

cc: Robert B. McGehee, Esquire
Wise, Carter, Child, Steen and Caraway
P.O. Box 651
Jackson, Mississippi 39205

Nicholas S. Reynolds, Esquire
Bishop, Liberman, Cook, Purcell

and Reynolds
1200 17th Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20036

Mr. Ralph T. Lally
Manager of Quality
Middle South Energy, Inc.
225 Baronne Street

~

P.O. Box 61000
New Orleans, Louisiana 70161

Mr. Larry Dale, Director
Nuclear Licensing and Safety
Mississippi Power & Light Company
P.O. Box 23054
Jackson, Mississippi 39205

Mr. R. W. Jackson. Project Engineer
Grand Gulf Nuclear Station
Bechtel Power Corporation
Gaithersburg, Maryland 20760

Mr. Alan G. Wagner
Senior Resident Inspector
Route 2, Box 399
Port Gibson, Mississippi 39150

- James P. O'Reilly, Regional Administrator
f'- U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

Region II
101 Marietta Street, N.W., Suite 2900
Atlanta, Georgia 30323

Mr. J. E. Cross, General Manager
Grand Gulf Nuclear Station
P.O. Box 756
Port Gibson, Mississippi 39150

;
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MISSISSIPPI POWER & LIGHT COMPANY )
' '

Helping Build Mississippi
* ' "'"'"
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NUCLE AR LICENSING & 5AFETY DEPARTMENT

August 13,1984

O

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Warhington, D.C. 20555 ,

Attention: Mr. Harold R. Denton, Director g

Dear Mr. Denton:

SUBJECT: Grand Gulf Nuclear Station
Units I and 2
Docket Nos. 50-416 & 50-417
License No. NPF-13

$File: 0260/L-860.0
Request for Exemption in )

Accordance with :

10CFR50.12(a) - (10CFR50,
Appendix J)

AECM-84/0415

As recently discussed with your staff, Mississippi Power and Light Company
(MP&L) has identified a need for an operating license condition and associated
exemption from certain regulations. To the extent that current design does not
comply fully with the latest NRC requirements cpplied to GGNS, MP&L requests
a partial, schedular exemption from 10CFR50, Appendix J, as discussed herein.

Based on your staff's guidance and pursuant to 10CFR50.12(a), MP&L transmits
its evaluation of the justification for a partial, schedular exemption to the
regulations identified in Attachment 1. This attachment provides the
information required by 10CFR50.12(a), including a description of the issue
addressed in the exemption and the basis upon which MiP&L concludes that the
exemption may be issued.

Attachment I provides the basis for the conclusion that there will be no undue
risk to the public during the first cycle of operation due to the granting of the
requested exemption.

in support of evaluations required by 10CFR51.30, MP&L is also providing in,

| Attachment 2, on assessment of the potential environmental impact associated
I

with the exemption request.

F

J

Member Middle South Utilities System
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As discussed in this attachment, there is no significant increase in environmental
impact associated with the exemption over the environmental impact associated
with no exemption. As a result, MP&L believes that there is ample basis for the
NRC staff to conclude that there is no significant environmental. impact
associated with granting the requested exemption.

Please advise if odditional information is required.

Sincerely,

_-

L. F. Dole 5

Director, Nuclear Licensing & Safety
4

LFD/sl
Attachment

Mr. R. B. McGehee (w/o)ec:
Mr. N. S. Reynolds (w/o)
Mr. G. B. Taylor (w/o)

Mr. Richard C. DeYoung (w/a)
Of fice of Inspection & Enforcement
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Mr. J. P. O'Reilly (w/c)
Regional Administrator
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region 11
101 Marietto Street, N.W., Suite 2900
Atlanta, GA 30323
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JUSTIFICATION FOR TFE REQUIRED EXEMPTION

The
NRC regulations provide for specific exemptions in 10 CFR 50.12(o).
Commission hos provided additional guidance regarding this regulation in on
order in the Shoreham proceeding , as modified by Commission action on Julyl

25, 1984.2

in view of the standards in 10 CFR 50.12(a) and the Commission's guidance

regarding the issuance of exemptions, we may synthesize the circumstances in
which the requested exemptions are warranted as follows: (l) the activities to
be conducted are authorized by law, (2) operation with the exem'ption does not

endanger life or property because such would involve no undue risk to the health
are notand safety of the public; (3) the common defense and security

endangered, and (4) the exemption is in the public interest beccuse, on balance,
for granting it (e.g., to avoid unnecessary delay andthere is good cause

consequent financlot hardship) and the public health and safety are adequately

protected.

As demonstrated by the discussion herein, and in some instances supported by

previous submittals to the Commission or previous safety evoluotion reports, or
both, referenced below, MP&L is entitled to the requested exemption.

The Requested Exemption and the Activities Which Would Be Allowed
1.

Thereunder Are Authorized by Law

MP&L is currently authorized to operate GGNS Unit I of low power (5% or less

of full power) pursuont to License No. NPF-13, which was issued In accordance
with the Atomic Energy Act as amended. GCNS Unit I has completed low power

Order, Long Island Lighting Company (Shoreham Nuclear Power Station,i
Unit I), CLI-84-8, May 6,1984.
Staff Requirements Memororoom MB40725A, July 27,1984.2

|
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tests and, with the exception of the matters for which exemptions are sought, is
,

'

essentially ready to perform the surveilliance tests prerequisite to, and to

commence, power oscension.

If the criterio established in 50.12(a) are satisfied, as they are in this case, and if

no other prohibition of law exists to preciude the activities which would be
authorized by the requested exemption, and there is no such prohibition, then the
Commission is authorized by low to grant this exemption request.3

The Requested Exemptions Will Not Endonner Life or PropertyII.

ll.A. Description of Issue
!

General Design Criterion (GDC) 55 of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A requires that each
|

line that is part of the reactor coolont pressure boundary and that pe=trates

i primary containment shall be provided with containment isolation volves. The
requirements are that two isolation boundaries be provided which meet one of
the GDC combinations consisting of locked ca. sed or automatic isoiotion volves

inside and outside primary containment, unless it con be demonstrated that the

containment isolation provisions for a specific class of lines are acceptable on

some other defined basis.

Implementation of this criterion for the GGNS feedwater system recognizes the
|

poromount importance of maintaining reactor coolant make-up from all sources
of supply. Therefore,in accordance with the guidance provided in ANSI Standard
N271-1976, each portion of the feedwater system that forms part of the reactor

coolant pressure boundary and penetrates the primary containment has three
The isolation volve inside the containment is a simple checkisolation volves.'

'

|

3 See: U.S. vs. Allegheny-Ludlum Steel Corp.,406
r-

! U.S. 742, 755 (1972).
1

i

!

!
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volve (OlB21-F010 A&B). The isolation volves outside the containment consist
of a testable check volve (OlB21-F032 A&B) located nearest the containment,

and a motor operated gate volve (OlB21-F065 A&B). The F032 operator is

designed for testing the free-swing action of the disc. When the solenoids of the i

testable check valves (OlB21-F032 A&B) are de-energized, air is vented, and

spring pressure will close the check volve disc provided normal feedwater
pressure is not working ogainst the volve. :

1

During postulated transients and occidents, it is desirable to maintain feedwater

system ovoilobility for reactor coolant make-up; and for this reason, the external
volves do not automatically isolate upon a signal from the protection system.

However, these volves are capable of being remotely closed from the control

room to provide leakage protection upon operator judgement that continued ,

make-up from the feedwata. source is unnecessary. Should a break occur in the
feedwater line, the check volves prevent significant loss of inventory and offer

immediate isolation. There is a recognized trade off between minimizing

postulated leakoge paths and retaining makeup capability. On balonce, greater

safety is assured by maintaining feedwater supply to the reactor. As indicated in
the " Reactor Safety Study Methodology Applications Program: Grand Gulf #1

BWR Power Plant", NUREG/CR-1659/4 of 4, the accident sequence with the

highest core melt frequency is a transient initiated event such as loss of
feedwater. Therefore, without further evoluotion, it clearly is not oppropriate

to automatically isolate feedwater.

For GGNS, additional design features were provided to prevent radiological

leakage from the feedwater system isolation volves by use of a water seal. The
water seal is provided by the Feedwater Leckage Control System (FWLCS).

Following a LOCA when feedwater is no longer required or available, the
operator initiates the FWLCS by starting or verifying the RHR Jockey pumps are

running and repositioning certain motor operated valves to provide water from

the jockey pumps to fill the feedwater lines. As a result of this design feature

|

J

;
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providing a pressurized water seal for 30 days, the acceptance criteria for
leakage rate testing of the feedwater valves was established as a hydrostatic

test of only the F065 A&B valves.

Subsequent to the NRC approval of the FWLCS and leakage testing requirements

for feedwater isolation valves, further dynamic analysis of post-LOCA conditions

indicated that a positive seal in the feedwater lines could not be assured for a

short period of time immediately following the reactor blowdown. Assuming a
LOCA and a loss of feedwater, for a short period of time following reactor
blowdown, the remaining feedwater and sensible heat in the piping is sufficient

to create steam, and pressurize the piping above the drywell pressure. Following

FWLCS initiation (conservatively assumed 20 minutes after the start of the
accident), feedwater penetration repressurization could take up to 60 minutes

following the event for some scenarios ur.ing conservative assumptions. Follow-

ing repressurization by FWLCS, a 30 day dynamic water seal is maintained.

Because of the short period of time that the FWLCS cannot assure a water seal

in the feedwater lines following a LOCA, MP&L committed to pneumatically
test all of the feedwater containment isolation volves to 10 CFR 50, Appendix J

requirements. However, strict interpretation of Appendix J requires that the'

leakage from the Type C tests for all valves be combined with the leakage from
all other Type B & C tests to meet the 0.6 La requirements, where La is the
maximum primary reactor containment allowable leakage term. This interpreta-

tion is extremely conservative in that the sum of all of the volve leakages for a

single containment penetration must be added together instead of accounting for

only the leakage from the worst volve. In essence, such an interpretation could

penalize a containment isolation design with additional isolation valves over the j

two barriers required. As a result, addition of the Type C leakage from all six
valves and all other combined Type B & C leakage exceeds the 0.6 La
requirement. Therefore, MP&L requests a schedular exemption from Appendix J |

Section Ill.C.3 occeptance criteria for Type B & C tests as applied to the

feedwater isolation volves.

. . - - .
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The requested exemption is schedular to the extent that MP&L will take
necessary action to come into literal compliance with subject regulation by the

startup following the first refueling outage. ,

t

II.B Primary Containment, integrated and Local Leckage Testing

t

Consistent with MP&L's c'cmmitments to conduct Type C testing of valves
Iassociated with the feedwater piping penetrations, pneumatic testing is being

conducted on the subject volves. The valves ossociated with these penetrations
,

are listed in FSAR Table 6.2-44 under Containment Penetration Nos. 9 and 10.

For the key valves of interest, the approximate leak rates, based on recent
btesting, are presented below in standard cubic centimeters per minute (SCCM):

FW TRAIN A FW TRAIN B

F010 * 26,300
2,900 (?reliminary)F032 *

F065 2,200 0

* Results not yet available

Leakage from small diameter volves (3/4 inch) associated with these penetro-

tions (per FSAR Table 6.2-44) was also measured during this testing and has been

added to current teokoge totals from Type B ond C testing. Reference to Type B

and C total leakage other than B21-F010, 32, and 65 includes these small
diameter valves. The current total va!ue of all other Type B & C tests is
approximately 21,000 SCCM. This value is reduced over that reported to the
NRC previously in MP&L's December 20,1983 letter (AECM-83/0774) as a result

of isolation volve maintenance and retesting, including additional penetrations

requiring pneumatic testing.

For CGNS the maximum allowable leakoge term (La), os defined in Appendix J,

is opproximately 143,000 SCCM. Based on this value the acceptance criterio

established in Appendix J are presented below (approximate values):

h
. . . . _ _
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Maximum Allowable La 143,000 SCCM
Type A 0.75 La 108,000 SCCM
Type B and C 0.6 Lo 86,000 SCCM

The latest containment integrated leak rate testing (ILRT) resulted in a leak rate

of approximately 47,000 SCCM. This value includes total leakage from certain

non-feedwater volves which were originally hydrostaticoliy tested, but were
later pneumatically tested.

Based upon available measured leak rate dato, the following criteria have been

established for leakage from penetration 9 and 10:

I. Leckage from the single volve in either penetration with -

,

the highest leak rate PLUS the lowest (check volve)
leakage from the other penetration will be less than 0.7
Lo. Therefore, given a limiting single failure of the
feedwater isolation valves and the additional leakage
from the other penetration and the ILRT test, the total ,
leakage will be established by test to be less than La.

2. Excluding the volve in each penetration exhibiting the
highest leak rate, the total leakoge from the remaining
four volves PLUS the other Type B/C totals will be less
than 0.6 Lo. Therefore, in each penetration there will be
a minimum of two isolation barriers which exhibit accept-
oble leakage characteristics even when tested pneumatic-
ally.

3. In occordance with Section lil.A.l(d) of Appendix J,
feedwater penetration leokoge should be added to the
Type A testing results since these penetrations were
isolated (B21-F065A and B closed) of the time of the
containment ILRT. The penetration leakage based upon
the lowest check volve leakage for both penetrations
PLUS the previous Type A leak rote value will be less
than 0.75 La.

While strict compliance with Appendix J requirements for Type C testing is not

achieved, the extensive local and integrated containment leakage testing will
establish (l) credible containment isolation barriers, given the worst cose single

- - - . . . - - - . _ _ .-. .-
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failure and (2) favorable containment integrated leakage' supported by accident

analyses.

II.C Appropriate Criteria for Feedwater Line Leckage

The intent of Appendix J containment teokage testing requirements assures that

post-accident leakage will not exceed that assumed in radiological dose calcula-
tions which demonstrate compliance with the limits of 10 CFR Part 100 and

General Design Criterion 19 of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A. For this purpose it is

necessory that the containment teokage not exceed Lo, or opproximately 143,000

SCCM at GGNS through the containment walls and all penetrations. To assure o

conservative approach, Appendix J establishes margin, with respect to Lo, for

both Type A tests and Type B ond C tests. Furthermore, the NRC Stoff has
interpreted Type C tests to include the leakage from "all volves," even those in a

series path for containment penetration. A recent industry Standard, ANS 56.8-

1981, Section 6.6.2, advocates a more realistic approach which utilizes the
maximum leakage from o single barrier in a series path. Such a position assures

that, even with a single failure of a volve to isolate, the leakage would not result
in a condition that exceeds the basic safety limit of La. MP&L requests that this

position be allowed on on interim basis for determining the acceptable leakage

rate for the feedwater isolation volves.

For the feedwater isoiotion valves described above, oppropriate limits on leakage

will be met such that La is not exceeded, even given the most limiting single

failure. This would imply that the Containment integrated Leckage Rote Test
(ILRT) which demonstrates compliance with Type A test requirements plus the

leakage from the feedwater isolation volves in each of the two penetrations,
given the limiting single failure, must not exceed La at GGNS. Additionally, the

available margin in the GGNS ILRT must be reduced to account for the
feedwater check volve leakage since these lines were not initially included in the

ILRT per Appendix J, Section Ill.A.I.(d). As described in Section ll.B obove, this
criterio has the effect of limiting the combined maximum leakage of the two

._ - . _ _ - . -
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feedwater penetrations to about 96,000 SCCM. (This leakage is based upon

subtracting the ILRT leak rate of approximately 47,000 SCCM from La of about

143,000 SCCM). This leokoge rate would exceed the limits of Appendix J for
t

Type B and C tests since the combined leakage would exceed 0.6 La criterio.
.

t
Limiting the combined maximum leakage (as discussed above) from the two '-

I
feedwater penetrations to 96,000 SCCM, while exceeding 0.6 La criteria of
Appendix J, still incorporates substantial margin and conservatism to assure that i

the basic safety limits of 10 CFR Port 100 and CDC 19 are met. The leakage
rate from all other Type B and C leak tests are conservatively based upon adding

leakage from all volves, even those in series. After the initial 10 minute period

during which no operator action is assumed, odditional conservatism exists due to

the dramatic effect on reducing teokage from the feedwater penetrations that

would result from the operator closing both F065 volves. In this cose, assuming

the most limiting single failure of the feedwater check volves, the maximum
leakoge from both penetrations COMBINED with other Type B and C leakage is

well below 0.6 La.

II.D Justification for Proposed Exemption

Ample justification for the requested exemption exists due to the low probability

of an event which could lead to significant radiological leakage, the design of the

feedwater isolation system including the FWLCS, and the conservative applico-

tion of the leakage test results which still is less than the containment teokage

assumed in the occident analysis.

l The probability of plant conditions which would lead to the potential for
significant leakage through the feedwater isolation volves is small. As indicated'

in RSSMAP, 90% of the overall core melt frequency results from dominant
occident sequences which are predominately transient events. Orly one of the

dominant occident sequences is a small break LOCA, which would not result in

long term containment pressures os challenging as those used in lookoge rate

:
. . . , ,, c. - ,-- - --
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testing nor is it likely to provide the conservative radiological source term used

for occident analysis. As shown in NEDO-24708, realistic small break scenarios

with or without operator action show no fuel failure. Additionally, with

feedwater available following a LOCA, a potentio( leakage path would not be
available or postulated. The probability of a large break LOCA resulting in
substantial fuel damage with a loss of feedwater and failure of the feedwater
isolation volve in a manner which would result in the maximum allowable leakage

is extremely small. The requested exemption does not increase the probability

of an event which could lead to excessive leakage nor does it increase the

consequences of such on event since the exemption would still maintain total

containment leakage less than that assumed in the accident analysis.

The requested exemption would still maintain the containment isolation boundo-

ries which are required by GDC 55 and are in accordance with ANSI Standard !

N271-1976. As indicated in Section ll.B, the leakage from the feedwater
penetrations with the limiting single leak rate plus the current Type B&C totals

is only 36% higher than the Appendix J allowable of .6 Lo. This exceedance
would only exist for a short period of time since the F065 volves would be closed

by operator action, as discussed later in this section. If application of the worst

single volve leakage per penetration were cllowed for all Type C tests, the
tested leakage could be near the .6 Lo. In any event, with the use of the
proposed criterio for the feedwater isolation volves, the tested leakage would
not exceed La even if one summed the feedwater penetration leakages (limiting

check volve failure in one penetration PLUS lowest check volve leakage in other

penetration) with the Type A leakage.

Additionally, pneumatic testing of all feedwater isolation volves assumes no
credit for the FWLCS which provides on effective long term (greater than 30
days) water seal after the first hour of an accident. Therefore, there is only a

smali period of time where such leakoge paths could exist using conservative
assumptions. Furthermore, consideration of various aspects of the feedwater

(
,

t
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piping system's design and reliability in maintaining a water seal between the
main condenser and the feedwater penetrations provides additional assurance

that containment integrity is maintained consistent with the accident analyses.

Realistically, even with the limiting check valve failure, one of the valves on
each line with the best leakoge characteristics would be available such that the ,

accident leakage would be less than that which was used to meet the acceptance

criteria. As shown in Section 11.8, the F065 A&B volves have extremely small

tested leakages. The time period when a significant leakoge path may
potentially exist and exceed the Appendix J criteria is less than 10 minutes.
Operating procedures will be revised to instruct the operator to shut the F065A

& B volves following a LOCA if feedwater is not available. As stated in Chapter

6 of the GGNS FSAR, such post-LOCA manual actions are assumed not to occur

within 10 minutes even though the F065 volves con be remotely closed from the

control room.

Alternatively, assuming the single failure removes the capability to close both
,

F065 volves, then penetration leakage is controlled by the most leaktight check

volve in each path. Criterion 3 of Section 11.B would require that the
containment's integrated leakage (ILRT) COMBINED with the lowest check volve

leakage for both penetrations be less than 0.75 La.

In addition, as discussed earlier, appropriate corrective actions will be accomp-

lished to achieve literal compliance with the subject regulations by first
refueling outoge. The likelihood of the occurrence of an accident resulting in
significant fuel domange is very low in the period during which the exemption is

being sought,

in summary, the justification provided above adequately demonstrates that the

public health and safety would not be jeopardized by approval of this schedular

exemption request for the first cycle of GCNS operation.'

i

|

|
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lll. The Requested Exemptions Will Not Endanger the Common Defense and

Security

The common defense and security are not implicated in this exemption request. ;

Only the potential impact on public health and safety is at issue.

IV. The Requested Exemption is in the Public Interest

'

The requested exemption is in the public interest in that any delay in commence-

ment of the power ascension program would cause a day-for-day delay in the
attainment of commercial operation and since, as shown above, the health and

safety of the public will be adequately protected.
.

L
Grand Gulf Unit I is physically complete in all essential respects and is ready for

power ascension to full power. Upon satisfactory completion of the power
ascension program in accordance with the license and technical specifications,

the facility will be placed in commercial operation. The requested exenptTon ,

discussed in Section || above is schedular. In this instance, the delay associated

with modifying the FWLCS or the feedwater check volves now rather than at the

first refueling outage ranges from one month to several months. Modification of

the FWLCS would require design changes and modifications, including procure-

ment of certain safety related equipment. Since the conceptual design has yet

to be selected, this option would likely require several months. Modification of
the feedwater check valves could range from replacement of the disks to
replacement of the valves. Procurement of these components would require at

least one month.

In any case, a corresponding delay in commercial operation of Grand Gulf Unit I
would be occasioned by delay at this stage. Middle South Energy Inc., and South

Mississippi Electric Power Association own undivided ownership interests of 90%

!

!
~

|
1

l
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and 10%, respectively, in Grand ;ulf Nuclear Station Unit I. Any delay in the

commercial operation of Grand Gulf Nuclear Station Unit I would cause the cost
of the unit to increase at the rate of more than $20 million per month. Under

standard rotemaking practices these costs would eventually have to be borne by

ratepayers of the affected utilities. This substantial financial impact of a delay
in commercial operation on the owners of Grand Gulf Nuclear Station Unit I and
the customers of the utilities which will receive the output is not warranted

inasmuch as, as shown above, the public health and safety are adequately
protected.
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ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT

.

1. PROPOSED EXEMPTION q

!

Mississippi Power & Light Company (MP&L) requests a schedular, partial ;

exemption to the acceptcnce criteria for local leakrate testing of certain ,

containment isolation valves. The subject acceptance criterio are contained in

Section Ill.C.3 of 10 CFR 50, Appendix J ond pertains to Type B and C leakage

testing of containment penetrations and volves.

The requested exemption is restricted to the plant's two feedwater piping
containment penetrations, each of which are provided with three (3) isolation
barriers in series. The requested exemption would establish criteria in which the

leakage rate for o path would be that associated with the isolation barrier (volve)

exhibiting the highest leakage rate. The requested exemption also provides a

conservative acceptance criterio for the combined measured leakage rate from

the remcining isolation barriers (volves) in the feedwater penetration.

The subject regulation, if strictly interpreted, would require the significantly
conservative addition of leakage rates from all barriers in each penetration. The

requested exemption proposes a more realistic, yet adequately conservative,

application of this regulation in proposing the above described method and
criteria for combining and accepting barrier leakage for two subject penetra-

tions.

Additionally, the exemption would allow consideration of the margin in rneeting ;

| Type A test by slightly exceeding the leakage criteria for Type B & C tests.
However, the overall leakage, Lo, would not exceed that assumed in the
radiological occident analyses.

!
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II. ENVIRONMENT IMPACT ASSESSMENT

There are no environmental impacts of the requested exemption. The requested

exemption establishes criteria by which leakage of isolation barriers in the
feedwater piping penetrations are combined and occepted. The subject cecept-
once criterion is described in Section Ill.C.3,10 CFR 50, Appendix J.

The total leakage allowed is not in access of that already accounted for in the

occident analyses. Each penetration is provided by design with three principal,

isolation barriers, all of which have been or will be subjected to local leckrate

testing with air or nitrogen in accordance with Appendix J. Given the worst case

single failure of one isolation valve in the penetrations, combined with the
lowest check volve leakage from the other feedwater penetration and the Type A

leakage, the total leakage is less than Lo. Therefore, by the granting of the
requested exemption and the implementation of the proposed interpretation of

the acceptance criterion specified in Section Ill.3.C of Appendix J, the radio-

logical consequences of analyzed accidents involving containment leakage are no

.

different from those previously analyzed.
:

As discussed in Section ll.A of the preceding attachment, MP&L will take
necessary actions to come into literal compliance with the subject regulation by

the startup following the first refueling outage. In addition, also discussed in
Section ll.A, the current analyses indicate only a small period of time (less than

one hour) when leakage through the feedwater penetrations would be expected.

Furthermore, consideration of various aspects of the feedwater piping system's

design and reliability in maintaining a water seal between the main condenser
and the feedwater penetrations provides additional assurance that containment

integrity is maintained consistent with the accident analyses. These factors,
combined with the low probability of the occurance of an accident resulting in

significant fuel domoge, MP&L concludes that there is on overall low likelihood

that containment integrity would be challenged in the period during which the

f exemption is being sought.
|
,

I
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No aspects of the requested exemption suggest an increase in the probability of a

radiological release in excess of that already analyzed or of an event that would

lead to on increase in the consequences of analyzed events.

Further the requested exemption does not otherwise significantly affect radio-

logical plant effluents, occupational exposure, non-radiological effluents, or any -

other non-radiological consequences.

In conclusion, based on the above discussion, supported by information presented

or referenced in Section 11 of Attachment I of this submittal, MP&L has
determined that the requested exemption, if granted, has no adverse
environmental impoet.

.
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APPEPOlX J EXEMPTION - FEEDWATER PEfETRATIONS

LOCAL LEAK RATE TESTING !
.

MEETING WITH NRC - AUGUST 14,1984

i
e

A. ACTIVITIES SINCE JULY 21,1984 COMMISSIONERS BRIEFING

O MP&L COMMITTED TO RESOLVE ISSUE BY PNEUMATICALLY

TESTING - NO LICENSE CONDITION WOULD BE NECESSARY.

O GOOD FAITH EFFORT SINCE THAT COMMITMENT.
TESTING / EVALUATION IDENTIFIED:

--

PROGRESS IN TESTING SLOWER THAN EXPECTED.-

-

SIGNIFICANT EFFORT PUT FORTH OF VALVE REWORK AND :

EVALUATION OF LEAKAGE PATH. I

CONSERVATISMS IN STANDARD INTERPRETATIONS OF-

APPENDIX J_ REPRESENT SIGNIFICANT RESTRICTIONS.

POTENTIAL HARDWARE DEFICIENCY IN F010A CHECK-

VALVE.

O EVALUATION OF TEST DATA INDICATES NEED FOR EXEMPTION
IN 2 RESPECTS:

'

-

REOUEST INTERPRETATION OF APPENDIX J CRITERIA FOR

REOUIREMENTS OF COMBINING VALVE LEAKAGE.

RELIEF SOUGHT ON TYPE B AND C CRITERIA.-

h
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B. DESCRIPTION OF PENETRATION ARRANGEMENT AND ISOLATION
VALVES

O PENETRATION ARRANGEMENT (SEE FIGURE).

O VALVE DESCRIPTION:

F065 MOV-GATE STEAM TUNNEL REMOTE MANUAL
F032 SWING CHECK STEAM TUNNEL TESTABLE

F010 "Y" PLUG CHECK DRYWELL SIMPLE CHECK

l

I
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C. VALVE TESTING EFFORT

O OVERVIEW OF TESTING EXPERIENCE
.

- F06SA&B -PROGRESSED SMOOTHLY / COMPLETE.

- F032A&B - SIGNIFICANT EFFORT EXPENDED ON DISC
ALIGNMENT.

WITH IDENTIFICATION OF PROBLEM, TESTING

WAS COMPLETED ON F0328. SAME EXPECTED

ON F032A.

F010B - MINOR REWORK / SUCCESSFUL TEST.-

F010A - SIGNIFICANT EFFORT EXPENDED ON SEAT LAP.-

INVESTIGATION AS TO REQUIRED CORRECTIVE

ACTIONS IN PROGRESS. EXCESSIVE GUIDE

TOLERANCE SUSPECTED TO PROMOTE PLUG

MISALIGNMENT.

O OUTSIDE EXPERTISE UTILIZED EXTENSIVELY

VALVE VENDORS-

ITT-

GE/BECHTEL-

UTILITY EXPERIENCE / CONTACT 5-

OTHER VALVE DESIGN / TESTING EXPERTS-

I
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O APPROACH TO OBTAIN SUCCESSFUL LEAKAGE RESULTS

SLOW INITIAL PROGRESS, EVEN IF VALVE SEAT REWORK,-

NECESSITATED FUNDAMENTAL ENGINEERING APPROACH.

- TECHNIQUES EMPLOYED:

(I) BACK PRESSURE TESTING METHOD UTILIZED TO
IDENTIFY VERY MINOR LEAK PATHS.

.

(2) CAREFUL STUDY OF SEAT / DISC ALIGNMENT,

CONSIDERING VALVE DESIGN AND VENDOR

TOLERANCES AND ASSOCIATED EFFECTS ON

LEAKAGE.
-

O TEST RESULTS, TO DATE

TRAIN A TRAIN B

F010 * 26,300 SCCM

F032 * 2,900

F06S 2,200 0

* RESULTS NOT AVAILABLE AT THIS TIME

GIVEN CERTAIN MAX ALLOWED LEAKAGE ON F0108 & F0328,
TESTS ON OTHER FOUR VALVES ARE CONSIDERED

SUCCESSFUL.

O GCNS CRITERIA

LA 143,000 SCCM-

.7S LA - 108,000 !
|.6 L A - 86,000

i

l

l.
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'D. PROPOSED METHOD OF RESOLUTION

O EXEMPTION REQUESTED FROM TYPE B/C ACCEPTANCE
CRITERIA FOR INTERIM PERIOD.

LITERAL COMPLIANCE - FIRST REFUELING OUTAGE

REVISED CRITERIA PROPOSED IN INTERIM:

- TECHNICALLY SOUND INTERPRETATION REGARDING

COMBINATION OF VALVE LEAKAGE:

INTEGRATED CONTAINMENT LEAKAGE PLUS FW-

PENETRATION LEAKACE (LIMITING SINGLE FAILURE)
MUST BE LESS THAN LA.

O JUSTIFICATION FOR EMPLOYING THIS CRITERIA / BASIS FOR
SAFETY

- MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE LEAKAGE (LA) PRESERVED.

,

INTERPRETATION ON COMBINING VALVE LEAKAGE IS-

REASONABLE, TECHNICALLY SOUND.

LIMITED PERIOD OF EXEMPTION.-

'

GIVEN ACCIDENT, LIMITED WINDOW OF EXCESSIVE-

LEAKAGE

(l) OPERATOR ACTION ISOLATES RELATIVELY

LEAKTIGHT F065 VALVES

,

(2) SEAL SYSTEM PROVIDES DYNAMIC WATER SEAL IN 60

MINUTES.

I
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- FEEDWATEP. SYSTEM PROVIDES ADDITIONAL ASSURANCE

THAT LEAKAGE IS CONTAINED.

'

LOW PROBABILITY OF SEVERE SOURCE TERM IN FIRST 10-

MINUTES.
,

5
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E. CURRENT STATUS / ACTIVITIES
'

,

O FW TRAIN B ESSENTIALLY COMPLETE
,

O FW TRAIN A

1

'

F032A - FAVORABLE BACK PRESSURE TEST. FAVORABLE-

TEST EXPECTED.

- F010A - ENGINEERING EVALUATION UNDERWAY. PROPER E

SEAT / PLUG ALIGNMENT SHOULD LEAD TO FAVORABLE
TEST.

O NPE, IN CONCERT WITH BECHTEL/GE, PURSUING PERMANENT

CORRECTIVE MEASURES - FWLCS.

.

5
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F. CONCLUSIONS

O INTERPRETATION IS LOGICAL / TECHNICALLY SOUND.

O BASIS FOR SAFE OPERATIONS MAINTAINED.

O LEAKAGE TESTING SLOWER THAN ANTICIPATED, BUT

PROGRESS BEING MADE.

O ENGINEERING APPROACH TO TESTING SUCCESSFUL IN-

PROVIDING FAVORABLE RESULTS.

O INTERIM OPERATION JUSTIFIED. EFFORTS UNDERWAY TO

REACH FULL COMPLIANCE.

.
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